Introduction.
The finite sum theorem for the strong inductive dimen- (1) Hind X = -1 if and only if X = 0;
(2) For each integer ?z > 0, Hind X < n provided that for each pair of closed subsets F and G with Hind(F C\ G) < n -1 there is a pair of closed subsets K and L such that F\G C k\l, g\f C l\k, K u L = X and HindU nL) < 77 -1.
Hind X = 7z, 77 = 0, 1, 2, • • • , <x>, ate defined as usual.
Observe that in (2) the set K Pi L separates F \G and G\F in X.
This proves the "only if "-part of the following proposition. (1), (2), (3) and Ind S <n -1.
We now prove the countable sum theorem. have Hind X <n, since Kq\Lq C U and LQ\K0 C V in view of (1).
The locally finite sum theorem is as follows.
Theorem 2. Lez* {X | a £ A\ be a locally finite closed cover of a hereditarily normal space X, such that Hind Xa<n for each a £ A. Then Hind X < 72.
Proof. The proof is by induction on 72. The theorem is obvious for 72 = -1. Suppose it has been proved for 72 -1. Let K~ and L" be subsets of X such that for DQ = KQ n LQ we have Hind DQ < n -1. Suppose {Xja. e A\ is well ordered as iXjl < a< r\. Let Za= IJäX/jl1 <ß < ai for 1 < a< T.
Let ZQ = 0. By transfinite induction on a we shall define closed subsets Ka, La and Da of X such that for all a, ß, y < r:
(1) Kß\Lß C Ky\Ly and Lß\Kß C Ly\Ky if /3 < y; Let F = \J\Kß\ ß<a\, G = \J\Lß\ ß < a\ and T = \J^Dß\ ß < al I"
view of (1) and (3) Finally let F* = \J^KJa< ri' G* = LHLJa< A and T* = \J\Da\a< r\.
In the same way as has been done for F, G and T, it is shown that F*, G* and T are closed, that T = F PI G and that Hind T < 72 -1. The construction ensures that K0\LQ C F \G and lA\K0 C G \F in view of (1).
Hence Hind X <n.
The following corollary will be useful in establishing the equality of Ind and Hind in the class of totally normal spaces. This result is also in [l]. We shall now show that Ind and Hind coincide on the class of totally normal spaces.
Theorem 3. Ind = Hind otz the class of totally normal spaces.
Proof.
In view of Proposition 2 we need only prove that Hind < Ind on the class of totally normal spaces. By induction on 72 we shall prove the following statement.
F(t2): If Ind X < 72, then Hind X < 72 for every totally normal space X.
We assume E(n) has been proved for -1, 0, • • • , n -1 (cf. Corollary 1).
Let F and G be closed subsets of X such that Hind(F n G) < n - then Ind U <n.
